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 Gas tax revenue?  How much comes back to the region? 

 

 Who is prepared to present big picture? The Federal Government? The 

Provincial Government? 

 Subsidizing operator cost government focused on building but not the cost of 

running it 

 Concern: Duplicate services (ex. VIA, GO) Need one successful service 

 

 Elimination of road congestion 

 A lot of cars on the road with only one person in them, causing congestion 

 Concern: Car rental cheaper than bus for out of town transportation 

 

 Need to set up task force to analyse Public Transit problem 

 To solve Public Transit problem, need one group to look and resolve issue.  A 

global, universal group to control methods of Public Transit 

 Concern: Public Transit monopolies, only one bus service gets you to Toronto. 

They can set whatever price they want 

 

 National Public Transit expensive compared to European Public Transit where 

you can cheaply travel to other European countries 

 Concern: If on a fixed income, not eligible for Public Transit tax credit Why 

don’t lower income people qualify? Always the rich and middle income people 

who benefit.  

Topic: Government Reform 

 Eliminate the Prime Minister’s Office and bring in non-partisan privy council 

 Cut number of MP’s or cut bureaucracy 

 Concern: too much secrecy 

 Have open votes 

 Proportional Representation, how do we get it? 

 Get rid of First Past the Post  

 Ontario Referendum for PR failed, why? Suggestion for failure: it was too 

complicated 

 Of OECD countries, only three without PR (U.K, USA, CDA) 

 Concerns with PR: More small parties get in, including extremist parties and 

party leader chooses candidates 

 Senate Reform: Have an elected Senate? 



 Suggestion: Pass bill to outlaw omnibus bills  

 Suggestion: A recall system, if you don’t like them you can get rid of them 

 Plebiscites 

 Cut government staff by 30%, government has people they don’t need  

Topic: Income Security 

 Increase EI or use it to fund more people who need it 

 Reduce EI premium? 

 EI inefficient 

 High premiums to meet pay outs back when unemployment was high 

 Less people eligible to collect EI. Ex: Off season workers can’t collect.  


